Science:

Art:

This term we will learn about how animals
including humans have offspring which grow
into adults. We will find out about and describe the basic need of animals, including
humans for survival (Water, food and air).
We will describe how animals obtain their
food from plants and other animals. We will
look at habitats and identify how different
habitats provide for the basic needs of different types of animals.

Year 2—3 We will explore wet felting with
wool and create a felted piece of art.
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Years 3—6 This term we will be looking at the
work of crafts people and designers. We will
explore the use of clay in art and learn some
basic pottery skills. The children will learn
about designers who work with pottery and
create designs of their own. We will evaluate
our work and that of others, commenting on
areas to improve.

English:
This term the children will briefly revisit recount and letter
writing and use these skills to write for a given audience. We
have chosen two texts by Dick King- Smith to read and will learn
all about the author before writing a biography and comparing
texts. We will use the stories to influence our own writing and
will write for a variety of purposes. We will continue to deepen
our understanding of grammatical terms and will make links between our sentence structures , spelling rules .and grammar
work.

Maths:
The children will continue to develop their understanding of the
four calculations. We will introduce a new initiative for learning
multiplication facts (Maths Rock Stars). We will complete a unit of
work on fractions and apply this knowledge to problem solving
and reasoning activities. We will learn about position, direction
and rotation, making links with fractions and angles. The children
will continue to explore measurement, measuring in m, cm and
mm. The year 3 group will look at lines and perimeters. We will
explore 2D and 3D shapes and talk about their properties.

